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THE

PEOPLE OF NEW.-, MEXICO*
Ross Calvin

.

MEXICO, although its people are ofteri- considered somnolent, is
,
. an area so high-keyed and varied, so vibrant, that no OI~e remains
neutral about it. The air and sky possess an unequalled clarity; the
richly-tinted landscape exhibits to the eye many a color more than the
green of conventional .climes; the silhouette of earth is always broken
by some far-off outline of mesa or mountain; sunshine here is of fiercest
intensity; wide, lonely, unpeopled areas of desert suggest to the average
city-dweller a land that God (orgot. It; repels many; others it at~racts.
And in ~ese latter, it often kindles a kind of nostalgic longing, which . ~
they never afterward escape.
What kinds of people live here? Why did they come? , Why do
they like to live here? Has the country changed their outlook? In
short, what makes them tick? These are some of the questions that a
treatise on the people of New Mexico should attempt to answer.
The clue to understanding the population of the region is the fact
that a highly varied country· attracts or begets a varied people.
Now a survey of population can readily degenerate into . o ne of
those dry statistical researches which the world so often could -do without; hence the writer will not proceed by counting noses. Instead he
will'modestly attempt a mor~ or less impressiqnistic interpretation of
factors which do not lend themselves to statistical treatment, examining
some of the varied intellectual leaven which actively permeates and
stimulates the masses of population around it.' While the data have
been gathered In New Mexi~o, the principles set forth apply rather
. widely, it. is believed, to most of the arid Southwest £rem western Texas
. to California. In particular, there is.a ~otable similarity between the
citizenry of New Mexico and Arizona.
In this discussion, the writer proposes to touch upon factors which
limited the dispersion of Spanish culture and accounted for the early
economic difficulties of the New Mexican natives; to weigh the influ-
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ence of· the out-of-state healthseekers and of the artist colonies; to
enumerate some of the social and other differenc-es between the eastern
and western sides of the state; to mention indirectly the state's varied
features and charms which have so often changed. its visitors and s0journers into its residents; and, in particular, to examine a considerable
number of case histories of persons who reside in New Mexico.
Observation has convinced the ~iter that, in general, maps change
----less than statistics and, accordingly, are more trustworthy guides to the
permanent nature of a population. Figures gathered through the last
quarter of a century are so much affected by a world war followed by a
world depression followed by another world war that they are often
hardly good fiction. Such vast undulations in human affairs throw,doubt
upon the measurements of such vital matters as the standard of living, a
realm which the statistician is likely to feel his own proper domain. When
a politician cites the fact that the price of a cow increa~d almost tenfold
'between the depression years and 1946, he does not thereby prove that
the ranchnian's standard of living is ten times as high as it was a decade
or two ago. He merely points at the fact of wartime inflation.. And if
the wages of a laborer are twice as high as they used to De, ~t is to be
recalled that the cost of living also has doubled or trebled within the
memory of anybody who has a memory. This statement of guide lines
is ne<:essary to explain the writer's aim, because the present study will
have no illusory appearance of mathematical exactness.
Maps are not subject to quite the same vagaries as statistics, nor are
they so readily manipulated to point a moral. And the careful inspection of a relief map of New Mexico will show where certain occupations
are feasible, aDd where they will always be impossible, with a resultant
sidelight on the nature of the population. A map of another sort will
show where certain crops have been grown, where no crops can be
grown, and where a living will have to be made from, say, mining rather
than from agriculture.. A highway map will demonstrate prehy clearly
through which arteries the tourist dollars will flow most naturally into
,the state; a large land office map will, by showing the vast federal and
state holdings, reveal mucp.::-about possibilities of taxation and land
use; and all maps will make clear, by the grouping of Spanish place
names, how Spanish culture 'is localized.
.
In a broad generalization it may be said that the main topographic
features of New Mexico are the Great Plains on the eastern side, the
high, forested mountains in the north, the desert plain in the south-
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everywhere interrupted by isolated mountain masses-and the narrow
trough of the Rio Grande which lies like a vast groove across the terrain
from sou~ to north.
The Great Plains segment tends to become utilized more and more
for dry farming, although ther~ cattle ranching has been and will always
be the major industry. The developments in both industries have b~eIi
due in great measure to Texans who have migrated across the state line.
. Among them Southern customs, traditions, and forms of religion predominate~ Yet the growth of the oil and potash industries in recent
years has introduced ~any diverse elemeIl:ts into the picture. Inside
the large towns of the area, although the Texas influence is strpng, the
cultural climCJte tends to become Western rather than Southern.
In the northern mountainous section where. towns are unimportant
and the popUlation is preponderantly rural, the people are largely
Spanish-Americans, and their cul~ure, religion, and language are directly
descended fro~ what was brought up long ago from Old Mexico. Comparatively little of the land is privately owned, and immense tracts are
included in forest and Indian reservations. In the northwestern comer
of the state this is especially true. And in the western part of the
state, much of the high plateau and mountain country is enclosed within·
forest boundaries, but utilized by Anglo ranchmen. In the southern
part, while there is a large Spanish-American population in the towps
and villages, the face of the land itself is occupied' by the vast cattle
ranches of the Anglos. Nearly all of the important metal mining is
carried on in the mountains of the southwestern comer of the state; but
coal is mined extensively in the opposite or nort4@astern corner near
_
.,
Raton, and in the northwest at Gallup.
The most valuable agricultural land in the state lies in the riarrow
valley of the Rio Grande below the Elephant Butte Reservoir, from
which irrigation water is obt~ined. Although hardly: more than a goodsized speck on the map, it produces for American farmers rich crops of
cotton, alfalfa, and vegetables.. And, in passing, it may be remarked
that the Rio Grande Va,lley has a cultural interest equal to its economic
importance, for in the earlier days it was the highway, an.d the only one,
upon which the tides of history moved northw~rd from Spanish centers
in Mexico.
,
'" '. The populatiQn of Ne'w .Mexico today consists ~ of three separate
strands-the Anglos, the Indians, and the native.spanish-speaking people
called often, though' inaccurately, Mexicans, but more appropriately
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named Spanish-Americans. Mexican they are no~, except in isolated
instances; and Spanish they are not in an exact sense. But by the
present writer, who has a deep and sincere feeling for their history, their
culture, their religion, and even their cookery, they will be referred to
a~ Spanish-Americans.The three strands do not anyWhere blend much, although they
mingle much. The Navaho weaver sitting at her loom will lay red and
white against one another freely in her design, but the strands nowhere
blend into pink. And the analogy holds for the three peoples. Furthermore, in certain communities, like Clovis, there is now
considerable and growing Negro colony. The Negroes, however, scarcely
., present problems that are different from their problems elsewhere. In
their section, here as elsewhere, unfortunately, the sidewalks ai'e shortest,
drainage poorest, school buildings shabbiest. The colored people, who
are chiefly Baptists and Methpdists, do not enjoy the protection which
the Roman Catholic Church accord.s to the Spanish-Americans, and
have in general no champions except those of their own race and a few
others.
While all of New Mexico is proud of its Spanish heritage, the Spanish influence is very unequally. distributed. In the main, it is concentrated along the middle reaches of the Rio Grande in a rather narrow
strip somewhat like the trunk of a tree. Between' Albuquerque and
Santa Fe the trunk begins to branch out, and in the mountainous area
in the north central part of the state, the Spanish popUlation is dispersed in the little valleys of the Rio's tributary stre'!.ms, which fork
like the boughs of a tree top. The crown of the tree extends, i'oughly
speaking, from Las Vegas to the Colorado line and thence southward
along the great .Jemez range. Everywhere in this area, names tell the
story-such names as Mesilla, Dona Ana, Socorro, Los Lunas, Albuquerque, Bernalillo, Santa Fe, Tierra Amarilla. Along the trunk of the tree
one will hear everywhere the vowelled Spanish spoken, will see the
Spanish style of architecture employed, will note the dark-eyed senoritas along the street as pften as the daughters of the Allglos, and will
discover that in elections the Spanish vote is something that cannot be
disregarded. In the crown of the tree up towards Taos, one will note
that the majority of office-holders have Spanish names.
But east of the Rio, and to a slightly less degree west of it, the influence quickly thins out. In Clovis, a new and populous city near the
Texas line, Spanish is seldom or n~ver heard on the streets, no public
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b':lildings show the Spanish design, and the Spanish vote can be somewhat ignored by politicians. In Gallup, a polyglot coal-mining town on
the west side of the state, the Spanish influence is but one of many com. peting influ~nces in the air. The explanation of the narrow limits lies
in history.
.
When the American occupation began exactly 100 years ago, the
conquerors found the Me,cicans-and let it- be observed that the na~e
was perfectly accurate then-concentrated into a thin line of settlements that extended up the trunk of the Rio from PIe site of the modem
EI Paso to somewhere near Santa Fe. The important t~ing to note is
that in the boundless abundance of land the population was crowded
into a rather strict line. For this there were just two compelling r~asans:
the nature of the water resources, anathe' fear
the savage nomadic
Indians. The people depended for their livelihood on stock raising
and irrigated farming. Briefly stated, their situation as faniler~ arose
from the general lack of irrigation water except along the river. And
they couId not carryon ranching operations over the vast ext~nt of th~
hInterland because, unlike the American rancher today, they had no
deep bored wells, and neither the ability nor the tools for drilling them.
Thus most of the rich grassland of the prqvince was doomed to remain_
. relatively unused.
~
' .
The other reason for the' crowding of the people into a compact
line of settlements was the d~sperate need for security. The hinterland
was the unchallenged domain of the predatory Apaches, Comanches, and
Navahos. Firearms were at the time, as they had always been, an almost
unobtainable luxury for the majority. Even the buffalo were hunted
with lances rather than with bullets. Aggressive warfare against the red
marauders had slackened with the passage of time into fe~.ble defense..
So while vast, fenceless pastures lay on both sides of the. Rio, they could
not be utilized; a~d the only thing for the stockmen to do was to hold
their flocks and herds on the same ground generation after generation
until the grasses were destroyed and; only rough weeds rem~ed. Since
New Mexico was by nature an arid land of scanty resources, the balance
of nature was very early and ~ery drastically affected by the practice of
overgrazing. In 1846 American cavalry officers noted that there was no
good pasturage for their horses within twenty miles of Santa Fe. Along
the tributary Rio Puerco long-continued overgrazing hap caused extellsive and ruinous soil erosion of the kind that has since become so
familiar. And they found no firewood within ten miles of Albuquer-
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que-a fact which tells of the denudation of the watersheds, with
resultant floods, destruction of diversion dams, and silting up of irrigation ditches. It may be said parenthetically that it is a great mistake
to put the blame for soil erosion in New Mexico exclusively upon the
American ranchers of the last fifty or sixty years.
To sum up, one may~state that perhaps nine tenths of the Mexicans
here in 1846 were a miserably poor agrarian people, and that they were
becoming progressively poorer from the dwindling of their available
resources of soil, fuel, and water. And it is also true that having been
forced into a mold shaped long ago, their descendants have, for the most
part, not yet been able to break free. In a society where multitudes of
Anglos live in affluence, and where a still greater number live in comfort, the average Spanish-American is found ev.en today living in an
economic station which ought to be better than it is. Thus, their unsatisfactory economic position, which has its roots in the long past, is the
characteristic most readily noticed in the qf,ltive people today. The next
is their segregation.
Into the compact, homogenepus society of New Mexico there came
in 1846 a race of conquerors, alien in blood, in tradition, and in religion.
Even at the outset, when American women were scarcest, the amount of
intermarriage between the two peoples must have been almost negligible
in a numerical sense. And today it is still le~ common. Both peoples
simply prefer their own kind. It is probably. much more a matter of
preference than an evidence of fancied inequality.
In cultural and political traditions the two peoples had even less
in common. The Americans had grown up with the publ~c school as
one of their most prized heritages. But in New Mexico the public
school idea was practically unknown. An education provided by the
taxpayers of the community was the lever by which any American could
hope to pry himself up from ignorance and poverty into independence
and equality with the best. But many of the poorer Mexicans, at the
time of the occupation, lived in a permanent state of subjection only
a little better than serfdom-into which, in fact, it often descended.
There were, ,at the time, no newspapers in the state, and the primitive
agricultural practices suggested to Lieutenant Emory the days of Abraham far back in the Old Testament era. And in religion there was an
equally great gulf between the two peoples, for the one was entirely
Roman Catholic, while the other was at that time overwhelmingly
Protestant.
$
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So, in the nature of the Case, segregation was' bound to develop.
At first, perhaps, nobody was to blame for it. But' the origins were
quite as much on the native side as on the'American side. Today the
segregation still persists, and it does not make a pretty picture. Only a
small percentage of the Spanish-American young people graduate from
high school, and the percentage that finishes college is still negligible.
And when they emerge from their schooling, many of them are compelled to wo!k below their capacity level. . The condition is one which
seems almo~t to invite radical agiteition; and·'the fact that the agitation
has not come is largely due to the stabilizing influence of the Roman
Catholic clergy. Yet the basic inequality is not an injustice inflicted
deliberately by harsh oppressors, and it is not without some mitigations.
The Spanish-Americans in this state have tqe ballot, which is the only
defense the rest of us have; and since there are about as many of them
as of the Anglos, !hey are not unprotected. They live under exactly
the same laws, anfl their rights are guarded by the same courts. Such
things reach down to .fundamentals.
The aim here is t<Jset forth a clear, fair picture of an imperium in
imper.io-an empire within an empire-and to sketch the reasons for its
emerg~nce and continuance. These observations are not concemed
with the few old and aristocratic Spanish-American families in New
Mexico; but they do apply, it is believed, to the great mass of the Span. ish-speaking population within the state. They are written by one wh~
does not propoSe any crusade, but who is frankly and avowedly a friend
-of the Spanish folkways, handicrafts, religion; one whose judgment is at
most sufficient only for diagnosis, not for a course of treatment.
In any analysis of the Anglo population of New Mexico, several
classifications at once suggest themselves. The most obvious, perhaps,
would be based upon occupations, ·such as ranching, farming, and mining. In every community there are also -govemment workers, for the
federal stake i~ unusually larg~ in the state. In communities like Clovis,
Belen, Tucumcari, Carrizozo, and Albuquerque there are a great many
railroaders and their fami~ies. Since the tourist business is becoming
so important, an ever-increasing percentage of the labor reservoir is
being drawn into it. And here, as everywhere else, the population
engaged in the basic industries is served by the usual percentage of merchants and business men of all kinds, professional men, and artisans of
every kind-mechanics, electricians, carpenters, painters, and so on.
And something might be said for a classification based upon

.
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religion, on politics, or on economic status, which might seem to furnish
.the best lines of all for subdivisions. But the period of depression, followed by a period of wartime prosperity, makes the financial record
a broken line instead of the straight edge of a yardstick. Perhaps today
there could hardly· be devised any system of weighting the statistics
which would be adequate for an understaneling of the social pattern of
New Mexico.
Moreover~ thought must be given to those who are not readily
catalogued cases-to those who have come or else have stayed here by
choice; those who have enriched the commonwealth intellectually or
economically, or in ways connected with the arts and recreation. Such
an approach is all the more necessary because New Mexico has such
a diversified population. In this respect it differs notably from a state
in, say, the deep South, where there is for practical purposes only one
politic~l party; or from some of the Middlewestern states where farming
is a leading concern for nearly everybody. New Mexico lies ,alongSide
Texas for some hundreds of miles, ~nd yet it is not a Southern state; it
borders Oklahoma and reaches up almost to Kansas, and yet it definitely
does not belong to the Middle West; it is bounded on the north ~y Colorado, yet it hardly belongs in the Rocky Mountain group of states. On
the south, it reaches down to the Mexican province of Chihuahua, and
h~s iIi the past drawn many of its citizens from there. But the point is '
that while it has similarities to all of them, it is like none of them. And
the presence of a great number of Indians adds still further to its diver,sity. Its people have been drawn from many sources, and since they so
continue to be drawn, they have never become amalgamated. There is
no one standard type for the New Mexican Anglo. A study of the differences between the eastern and the western sides of the state demonstrates the fact clearly.
.
Between the tWo sides of New Mexico there is an interesting and
well-defined difference which begins in topography and e~tends .far
into the realm of human concerns. Roughly speaking, the mountains
extend two. thirds of the way across the state from the Arizona line,
merging in the vicinity of the l05th meridian into the Great Plains.
, At that line of demarcatioD;, the Middle West ends; the West begins. '
While the two New Mexico cities, Albuquerque and Santa Fe,
have grown rapidly within the last decade o~ two, most of the remaining
growth in both population and wealth has been concentrated in the
eastern third of the state. Within a comparatively few years, for
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instance, ~lovis has grown in population from 8,000 to nearly" 20,000.
Hobbs, since the discovery of oil there, has enjoyed the phenomenal
expansion that accompanies such riches. And Carlsbad has likewise
grown greatly from tourist traffic to the Cavern and from the development of the vast potash deposits. Tucumcari, Portales, Roswell, Artesia, and Clovis, depending primarily on the livestock industry and
fctt:ming, are now good-sized t?~S on their way to becoming cities. The
increase has come to a very large extent from Texas and the Middle
West. It is far less cosmopolitan, and also far less deeply tinged by the
Spanish influence, than the older population of the. state farther
west.
In a real sense the population of the eastern counties is new. The
J"-;; development of oil and potash is. recent.
The art of successful dry
farming is still, perhaps, Qnly in its earlier stages, and the irrigation projects are either still incomplete or comparatively new. Clovis itself is
but forty years old. So the ~drive of expansion is still in full swing, and
the energy of the people is absorbed in making, fartunes from resources
that a few decades ago ~ere undeveloped and unsuspected. •
An interesting, and at the same time an illuminating, comparison
might be made between Clovis and Silver City.! 'Using the term culture
in its wider sense so as to include occupations, religion, recreation, and
intellectual climate, one may ~ee instantly that the culture of the latter
is purely Western, while that of tlie other is definitely Middlewestern.
When Clovis was only Riley~ Switch, Silver City was already a substantial village of adobe and brick which housed more than 2,000 persons
governed by a mayor who ~as a Princeton graduate. But today, in
spite of its greater age, it has only ~bout a third of the population of the .
other city, which sprea~s out for miles across the plains.
In the second and third decades of the present century, Silver City
had two (jr three good-sized sanitariums for the treatment of tuberculosis, which attracted well-to-do patients from eastern states. In fact, it
had already achieved the standing of a semi-fashionable health center,
and its superb, stimulating,climate had caused many of the 'healthseekers to settle there permanently after arrestipg thei,rdisease. Among
them there was current the significant proverb: "A short life and a
merry one." And in no small degree they created the tradition, of
! Pointed, and sometimes provocative, observations like the following were made for
many years in Silver City and Clovis by the present writer in his newspaper column, "The
Parson:' Having spent his entire New Mexico sojourn in the two towns, he knows them
well, loves them both!
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sophisticated gaiety that has persisted there ever since. In this worthy
cause they were' ably assisted by the army officer's and their ladies from
the neighboring Fort Bayard, which was later turned into a veterans'
hospital-a fact which gave it further impetus. The army' doctors were
men who had serv~d the flag in many quarters of the world and carried
with them their own cosmopolitan ideas of a good time. Furthermore,
there was always a good sprinkling of mining engineers in the village:men whose jobs carried them now to Colorado or Arizona, next to South
America, or perhaps to the far-off Rhilippine Islands. They were a
hardy outdoor breed who without apology liked their whisky straight
and plenti~l,d. And they were n9 more famous Plan the preceding
groups for their devotion: to church-going. Most of them, in fact, seemed
to consider chur~h-going an un,necessary show of piety. Since there was
always a large, un~ontrollable factor of luck in their profession, they
were persistently schooled in spite of themselves to be indulgent towards
gambling.
Nor w~re the ranchmen willing to be outdone either in the pursuit
of pleasure:or in the practice of absenting themselves from public worship. Living on remote homesteads, they had little opportunity for the
conventional practice of religion. Trips made to town for the purpose
of trading had often, a quite understandable tendency to blend the elements of pleasure with business; and so'cowboys vjed with miners fro~
remote camps back in the mountains to set a high standard of roistering:
All things considered, it is not hard to see that a devil-may-care tradition
of gaiety mixed with rowdiness ~ould inevitably develop and thrive in
the place.
.
/
Nowadays the State Teachers College helps'likewise to' account
for the concentration of traveled, sophisticated people in the town.
Though a majority of the students in the past have been drawn from
adjacent counties, the faculty members and their wives have come for
the most part from outside the state; and though they have not helped
to nourish the tradition of rowdiness, they have followed the larger
pattern in the enjoyment of parties and the other amenities of civilized
life. And in many other ways, such as the performance and the enjoy~
m~nt of good music, they have left their impress upon the community's
intellectual life.
For many years the popUlation of Silver. City hung near the 5,000
'"
mark. Of that number, approximately half were Spanish-Americans
who lived quite to themselves, and whose contacts with the Anglos
•
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were mainly routine. That left a population of somewhat more than
2,000 engaged in the Anglo pursuits of town life, but seasoned to a very
remarkable degree with the imported cosmopolitan spice.
If the intellectual climate of the town is varied and brac.ing, the
religious climate is less satisfactory. To be sure" there is as much openhanded friendliness as can be found anywhere;. and there is a gratifying
absence of censoriousness and hypocrisy. But the churches of the community have in the past somehow failed to leave a deep mark upon it.
And the percenta,ge of men lVho have attended them regularly---excepting St. Vincent's Roman Ca~olic parish, to which all the Spapish-speaking People belong-is no doubt uniquely small. In this respect, as in
every other, the town prides itself on being "western," free from Biblebelt interference.
At this point the contrast between Clovis ~d Silver City emerges
most clearly, for Clovis proudly and defiantly claims to be a part of the
Bible-belt. Lying as it does on the border of Texas, the city has two
Southern Baptist churches of what might be called metropolitan size
and two or three others of lesser importance: So deeply is their crusading zeal felt throughout the length and breadth of the co~munity
that even the Methodists concede their superior weight. Their mores
prevail. They set the standards-standa.rds oftentimes illiberal, but.
dear and .bracing always. The Roman Catholics claim only one or two
per cent of the population, ande~en so, a large pari: of their num~rical
strength lies in the Spanish-speaking colony. Thus the city is overwhelmingly Protestant, with a roster of some twenty to thirty denominations. And in addition to the major o1}es, there are many less-known
"fancy religions," as they are uncharitably' called.
Among them all there is a competition in good works which sometimes degenerates into un-Christian polemics and name.<alling. In addition, by their militant efforts to modify manners and reform morals.
they not infrequently give their critics. some justification for calling
them public meddlers. Clovis. is one of only two or three good-sized
hightowns in all New Mexico, I' am informed. which.does
. not allow
.
school dances in the school building. In truth. no one can uh4erstand
Clovis without considering its many churches..
The somewhat abnormal number of churches mayor may not ac'
count for the fact that in .tlie town there is a great de~ of true, sincere
religion. There is indeed so much of the genuine article. abroad that
it encourages, as it does always and everywhere, the circulation of the
o
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corresponding counterfeit coin. Hypocrisy flourishes in Clovis because
it is good policy to appear religioqs. In Silver, City hypocrisy hardly
exists. There is so little need for itl
In Clovis liquor cannot be sold legally. Yet·it is sold-if one may
judge by the nu~ber of empty bottles everywhere seen. So it seems
merely realistic to conclude that a good many who piously vote dry fall
short somehow of their public profession. And towards vice, also, the
two towns have··a different attitude. In Silver City there is a red-light
district that 6;; run more or less openly for perhaps sixty years. The
authorities know it is there, and they pol~ce it with fair di:ligence. In
Clovis, where prostitution is endemic in the shabby hotels, au~orities
make frequent raids and send the prostitutes to prison or drive them
out of town.
'
Next to religion, it is in commerce that the greatest difference between the two towns lies. In Clovis everybody is engaged in getting
ahead. The natural resources are there to develop, and the whole population is aggressively engaged in developing them; so in the town there
has never been a leisure class like'the healthseekers formerly in .Silver
City. Nobody ever comes from~the east to Clovis to settle down' and
play through his years of retirement. Yet in Silver City and the villages
tributary to it there have always been found cosmopolites who possessed
the leisure and the financial means to read, paint, study, collect Indian
artifacts, hunt, loaf, picnic to their heart's content. In Clovis everyone
who has money now has made it himself, and is busily engaged in adding
to it; in Silver City there are many who have had imoney a long time and
. think more of spending it on gracious living than amassing more of it.
So Clovis forges ahead and is becoming recognized as one of the
outstanding cities of the region fot financial opportunities. Only, half
as old as the other town, it has already thrice the population; and when
it rounds out the other half of the span, it will probably have thrice as
many agaIn.
But getting down to particulars, it is only when attention is narrowed to individuals that the varied, .jnteresting, and cosmopolitan
(though not international) nature of New Mexico's population becomes
~ully apparent. 'There follows a list taken froIJ?--:-the writer's a~quaint
ance, which might be paralleled from the acquaintance of many others
who know the state well. Most of the persons listed have come here and
have lived here long enough to be classed as bona fide residents, not
merely as persons entitled to vote.
~
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One is a saddlemaker and has foRowed his trade many years. He
is a superb cr~man, and, in his way, an artist. He mak~s his living -by turning out hand-tooled saddles, bridles, "chaps" for the men who
make their living by :working cattle. . His leat4er belts are· collector's
items. His real happiness when away from his bench is hunting mountain lions deep in the primitive forest.
An insurance. man ~who came to this country many years ago as a
healthseeker,. and ·'made the cure," has settled down, built a hollie, and
reared his family. When a lull in bushless permits, he takes his car and
goes on long trips over the state, spending ,two'or three nights away from
his desk. The Indian pueblos Interest
greatly, although he is not
a scientific student. Iowa was his originaihome.
N. T. is a Colorado-trained miner who settled in the state because
he held some valuable mining~claims. Once, when a good offer came,
r
he took his family to South America and spent some years there in·· the
employ of an American topper company. He finds his happiness in
random prospecting for metals but is always attentive to the volcanic
intrusions, the faulting, the .erosion that reveal themselves to the eye
of a trained geologist.
Then there is a druggist who handles, in addition to his specialties,
Indian and Mexican goods. Tied as he is to his store, he finds much of 1....jt
his recreation in frequent buying trips where he replenishes his stock·
of goods at the source of supply. Unlike the preceding men, he is active
in politics, and has a wide knowledge of the administration of the state's
affairs. By birth he is a Missourian.
· J. E., born in, New England, is a mineral surveyor, whose services
are in demand for marking oufthe boundaries of mining claims. His
results need to be of high aCOlracy on steep, difficult mountain slopes.
He loves the country because its unvarnished, uncomposed history of
ghost towns, claim-jumpi~g, barroom killings, and silver strikes interests
him more than conventional drama and fiction.
Mr. F. L., who started life as a Kansas farm boy, Came many years
ago and by learning the technique of dry farming succeeded where many
. oth.er me~ starved out. He now combines cattle raising with· wheat
farming. He plays little, but enjoys a rodeo hugely. His ,sons are
thorough westerners.
B. K. is a "remittance man"-a type no longer common. His father,
a wealthy eastern broker, puts up money for his son's western ward¢

,
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robe, horses, saddles, and other properties which go with playing cowboy. Playboys have always been common in New Mexico.
Father T. is a Roman Catholic priest who came from one of the
eastern provinces in France. His interest is chiefly in the Spanishspeaking portion of his flock.' He speaks their language, understands
their needs, and is a true father to them. Of COUFse he will never go
away.
M. H. isa woman intellectual. She has a deep love for the Spanish-Americans, and actively promotes interest in their native crafts and
~ulture. Though belonging to the left wing in politics, she has not the
disposition to become a radical leader. She is an artist rather than an
agitator.
K. E. is 'now a wealthy landowner. Coming many years ago, when
the first wave of dry farmers and homesteaders were starving out, he
invested his savings in cheap land. With the improvement of~standard
agricultural practices, he found himself on the high road to fortune. He
is a builder and develQper in his county.
L. A. is another builder. To industry, he coupled foresight. And
as the new population has kept pouring into the eastern side of the
.state, the small dairy which he established many years ago has grown into
a large business which has expanded into several other enterprises.
Today he lives in great state. For him, New Mexico is not so much
a land of enchantment as a place of new opportunities.
Mrs. C. R. is a native of the state; her father was a mining man who
came from the East many years ago. From girlhood she has been a lover
of the mountains, and her favorite pastimes, though, she is now in her
middle years, are horseb~ck riding and camping. Mrs. E. B. is one who,
like the preceding woman, had the fortune of growing up in the home of
cultivated easterners transplanted to' a' crude village in the Southwest.
Her home is a favorite gathering place of artists, politicians, travelers,
distinguished guests of all kinds. Her library is especially rich in Southwestern title~.
Mrs~-D:- E. and her husband are a middle-aged couple who live
on a remote mountain ranch where they are engaged in producing
mohair. Though the road to their home is long, and in winter difficult
from snow, guests from many states have found the way to their door.
At long intervals they leave the ranch for a long trip-one of them was
a round-the-world tour. Mrs. D. E. spent her girlhood in Michigan.
Mrs. w. E. wi~h her husband operates a dude ranch. It is the kind
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. of life which she loves. + Though she is entirely at home on a pack trip
into the high country, she is equally so at a .party amGng her guests.
Daughter of an easterner and graduate of arl eastern school, she is a
perfect hostess who knows the proper tim~ to dance, to play ga~es. or
simply relax and rest.
Mr. B. R. is a forest ranger. His professional training included
botany, silviculture, and ani~al husbandry. But his practical training
dealt with such diverse activities as fire-fighting, fence-building, and
public relations and tourists. Originally a midwesterner, he is a typefor whom New Mexico will always' be a home.
Mr. K. D., who held a minor position in a greenhouse, is an amateur
archaeologist. Within his own narrow limits, he probably knows his
specialty better than some of the excavators from eastern museums. His
hobby is probably the most important thing,in _his life. A few years ago
he l\sold his collection of prehistoric bowls, arrowheads, baskets, and
stone axes for a considerable sum of money. It is now'preserved per.
manently in a museum.
Mr. O. N. came here fromt~e Mexi.Pln province of Chihuahua. He
opened up a small business as stationer and .operated it with such
courtesy, industry, and good taste that he quickly made friends in his
community and began to prosper. His store has ~continued to grow in
spite of all competition. He is pow well rooted here, speaks English.
with only a trace of accent, and, having become a member of Rotary,
lives by the Rotary code.
Senor G. S. came from one <:)f the northem provinces of Mexico
many years ago. He and his wife have likewise prospered and become
well rooted here. On the occasion of their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary they sent out invitatioQs to a Solemn High Mass offered in
thanksgiving. In the most beautiful spe~tacle of family life I have ever
seen, the father and mother with their children on each side 'of them
knelt at the rail alone and there received the Holy Sacrament.· Later,
in their home, La Senora cut the wedding cake while the daughters
gracefully poured ~!te wine. In becoming American citizens, they have
preserved much of their old-world charm.
Mr. H. B. is a young man -who owns a large ranch inherited from his
father, a Texas cowman. A college graduate, he collects autographed
books on the West. Fond ot hunting, he owns a large case fille~ with
guns and revolvers. Knowing at first hand the technique of roping, he
is an exc~llent judge of rodeos. But belonging to the newer school of
."
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thought, he "rides herd," so far as possible, in a car. For him, needless
to say, New Mexico will always be a home.
The healthseekers-and the word generally means a person afflicted
with tuberculosis-deserve a word of honorable mentionlj>y themselves.
Until rather recently eastern physicians liked to send their tuberc!:1lar
patients whenever possible to the dry air and sunshine of the Southwest.
In the course of time, many of the sufferers regained health and stayed
here, either from choice or for the sake of precaution, to lead a more
~ -. or less active life. Since care in a sanitarium is necessarily expensive,
many of them ~ere persons of means, and very often also, they were
persons of exceptional education and ability. Their presence helps to
explain the notably cosmopolitan chaIacter of such cities as Albuquerque, Tucson, EI Paso, and many smaller towns.
A few examples will suffice. There was, for instance, J. C. O. L.,
who in his young manhood worked as reporter on the big dailies in
Detroit and Cincinnati. Living in Deming at the time of Pancho Villa's
raid, he covered the story for metropolitan p~pers in the East. Later,
when health permitted, he became the editor of the Silver City Enterprise. There he chronicled the life of his'corner of the state, not as
finished literatuFe, but consistently reported the kind of news from
which literature .is devised-ore discoveries, mine accidents, rodeos,
hunting parties~ scientific expeditions, cowmen's quarrels, backwoods
funerals, and all the daily routine of the Southwest, filled as it is with
rich incident, romance, tragedy. Finally after he had become a kind of
beloved institutioI), he succumbed to the disease in his middle sixties.
-.
And there was L. D., a young professor in an eastern university who
was just getting his feet planted on the ladder of promotion when the
disease stopped him. With health only a little impaired, he is now
giving students in a western college the benefit of his rare learning and
'.
.
critical judgment.'
Another man came expecting to stay six months and is still here
-. after twenty years. The January sunshine of New Mexico removed from
his mind any thought of returning to the long-drawn winters of upstate
New York. · Needing sunshine as a health builder, he began a fascinating
research into its desert-making effects, and ended by studying the necessary adaptations of plant and animal life to it, a~d its general influence
on the human story in the Southwest. The extensive study has made
some compensation for the obscurity of his professionallrife.
Still another was D. K., a young lawyer from Ohio who came'here
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many years ago. After the usual difficulty in establishing himself, he
built up cipractice, entered politics, and_ rose to be a district judge. He
is a good example of the kind of men who "came on' a stretcher" and
remained in the state to make a notable contribution.
e
Some words must be devoted also to a class in whom New Mexico
is outstandingly rich-those who study and create, either as a profession
or as an av{)cation. Here belonged R. K., a man who had a "modest
income whicp pe.rmitted him to give most of his seriOlis thought to omithology~ His' collection served as the basis for the authoritative Birds 'of .
New Mexico: . Another man; a retired chemist from New York, has for
"
many years spent his winters in the state studying tree rings and other
" indicators of climatic phenomena. Then there was E. T. S., known
through his books to all the world. He spent the. last years of his life
near'Santa Fe, m~ditating, &tudying, writipg of the Southwestern scene.
No man of his time was more deeply' versed in the lore of c~mpfire
and trail.
.
Among those who devote their time to creative work in the fine arts
there is perhaps no such thing as a "typical" painter. But Mr: E. G. will
represent his profession as well as another~ Born in Ohio some forty years
ago, he studied in American art schools, then went abroad to work under
Fren~ masters. Now he lives in New Mexico. He inhabits a cluttered,
picturesque st~pio where he paints, loafs, and t~aches a few students.
He writes and speaks well and gives frequent lectures. His kind of life
suggests some generalizations.
It suggests that there should be drawn s~me distinction betwee~ the
. mass popul~tion, as represerited on a graph, and the kind of people :who
live iIi New Mexico. No graph, ·for instance, can possibly indicate the
stimulating 'mental and ~motional climate of Santa Fe as it contrasts
with, say, Pittsburgh. That city has, roughly speaking, a population
equal to that of-the entire state of New Mexico. But the presept writer
during a residence of several years there could number among his
acquaintance hardly any creative workers in literature, the arts, or what
might be called interpretative study. But in Santa Fe one meets at
every tum people who make their living through sonie of the a~:"ts and
handicrafts, or other work that may fairly be called creative.
The artists, generally spealdng, are vivid personalities. Both consciously and unconsciously they impress themselves on the minds of their
fellow townsmen, influencing'their estimate of vaJues, opening up new
vistas of appreciation, stimulating them, disturbing the~; eve~here
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giving theJr, distinctive tone. In any town where they are present, such
men, like the professors in a college town, influence the thought of
others to a degree totally out of proportion to their numbers, sometimes
• annoying the community, but often leavening it with some wisdom
and a new sensitiveness. In all cases they give that variety which, if not
the bread of life; is the e~hilarating spice of life.
The conclusion drawn from this impressionistic survey is the one
indicated at the outset: the population of New .Mexico is as varied as
its environment. Represented as a column on a graph, the bottom two
fifths 'Would be characterized by their humble station and partial segregation-which was discussed at some length; the middle two fifths,
merely indicated but not discussed formally, would not differ greatly
from the social pattern elsewhere; while the upper fifth, examined with
some care through specific examples, is notably cosmopolitan and varied.
Among them is a very remarkable percentage of those who foun.d here
what they had missed in their home land-beauty, adventure, sport,
quaintness, health, recreation. Whatever its commercial promise in the
future, the state will continue to invitethose in whom the commercial
incen~ive is secondary.'
.
.
. One time Mr. Frederick Simpich of the National Geographic remarked to me, "In the course of my work I have gone everywhere, seen
-i.~verything. But when I retire, I wish it could be to some place between
.T" . the Rio Grande and the Rio Colorado."
The same attractions that he appreciated have drawn and held a
host of others. The present writer is one of them. Writing of New
Mexico some years ago in Sky Determines he said: "Here if anywhere
is air, sky, earth fit to constitute a 'gracious homeland, not alone for
, those who 'occupy themselves in the world's work, but as well for those
who study and create, for those who play, those who sit still to brood
and dream."
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